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HISTORY AND RESOURCES OF

THE ARCHIVES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA,

BERKELEY.

The deVelopment of college and university archives is a

comparatively new tendency in the history of American higher

education. While generally regarded as the archives of the in-

stitution whose papers it preserves, material: relating to the

histories of other universities will eventually be deposited

there, primarily in the form of correspondance. There are, for

example, materials on the University of California during the

period from 1870-1880 in the archives of the University of Michi-

gan within the papers of James B. Angell. 1

A college or university archives is primarily a reference

facility, patronized by the campus community, as well as alumni

and researchers both academic and non-academic from outside the

university complex. It is essential that the collection be care-

fully built and properly preserved and, of course, indexed.

Holdings of school archives generally include official adminis-

trative records, quasi-official academic records, and unofficial

faculty records. Non-current materials, current or new materials

(e'g. reports, speeches) and ephemeral items have their place, too.

The history of academic thought in America will be researched

primarily through the source materials now being deposited in

academic archives. Private papers and semi-official records will

provide most of the richest materials. Since each major univer-

sity archive will contain documents relating to other institu-

tions, comprehensive research on any topic will require sources
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from many collections. Some archives restrict access, but it

would be well if scholars were allowed more or less free use of

all collections. The facts in any controversy will come to light

eventually. Most university archives are in fact open to scholars,

generally, but a few are closed--about 17%, 3 and something like

50% are restricted to the scholars of the specific campus.3

James R. K. Kantor, Archivist of the University of California

at Berkeley, has suggested that archival materials and facili-

ties be opened to all qualified researchers, although some files

may have restrictions for legal or ethical reasons.
4

A number of surveys have been conducted on the growth and

nature of university archives. One of the earliest was made by

Harvard University during the late 1920's in an attempt to locate

a university archives in the United States which might provide a

prototype. None of any consequence was located; most of the

respondants described collections which Mere predominantly

memorabilia. A survey conducted in 19495 by the Society of

American Archivists, Committee on College and Unive'rsity Archives,

revealed that archival programs were becoming rather more common.

Of 150 institutions queried, 115 replied and provided the fol-

lowing figures:

56 had archives. (4Wof those responding)
15 preserved most official records but had no

unified archival program. (13%)
11 kept some records (trustee and faculty minutes,

and publications) (10%)
7 were then studying the problem with the intent of

establishing archives. (6%)
14 had scattered records and were interested in exta-

blishing archives. (12%)
12 had no interest in archives. (10%)

4
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Thirteen years later in 1962, James V. Mink of UCLA

directed another survey for the Society of American Archivists

to measure progress.6 The following statistics were provided by

288 replies to 300 questionaires:

133 institutions had archival programs with e full
or part-time archivist. (39% of those responding)

70 institutions designated the library as deposi-
tory for archival materials, although they had
no systematic program to ensure the collection
and preservation of records having historic
value. (25%)

54 institutions had no archival program other
than to delegate responsibility for preserva-
tion to the individual agencies. (19%)

31 institutions had no archival program whatever. (11%)

Again, in 1966, a survey of 1156 college and university

archives in the United States and Canada revealed that about

48% of the American and 59% of the Canadian institutions had

archives.? About 80% of these archives were located in the

library system.

University archives, then, are generally placed in the

library, and there are some good reasons for this. The library

has the facilitien to preserve, process, and administer special

materials. However, Oliver W. Holmes has suggested that

archives are both cultural and administrative bodies
8 supported

by patrons and by those agencies whose records it preserves.

In order to exploit this second feature some archives are loca-

ted in the administrative offices of the campus, being thereby

closely allied with the administrative hierarchy and wielding

greater authority in the collection of desirable materials.

Joa.K. Kantor, of Berkeley, has suggested in an Unpublished

article that perhaps the ideal solution is some combination of

the two, making the Archivist a campus-wide'officer attached to
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the library.9

More than one-half of those archives surveyed in 1962 by

James Mink collected manuscripts (viz. personal papers of promi-

nent persons). This same survey indicated that there is consi-

derable confusion regarding the nature of archives, their scope,

as well as the functions of the archivist. In many archives

librarians without archival training were acting as archivists,

with occasionally serious consequences. Library training is

highly desirable, but also essential are experience in the use

of primary source materials, background in literary bibliography

or in historiography, training in manuscript processing, and

some archival training. The archivist is above all a gatherer,

a collector. He solicits materials, both official and unoffi-

cial. If a records management program is established, there is

less a problem with official materials; but the miscellanea and

ephemera reflecting student and faculty life and the role of

the college in its region are all important to the institution's

history and must be collected independantly. It is also essen-

tial that archivists maintain contact with colleagues at other

universities, for this provides the necessary perspective as

well as immediate assistance with problems.

The University of California Archives are relatively old,

as university archives go, dating back to 1875. In 1874 Joseph

Cummings Rowell, secretary of University president Gilman, was

given the records for the College of California, 1853-1868, and

was instructed to gather and bind all such materials of donument

nature. The early records comprise two volumes and may be

6
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considered the beginning and nucleus of the archives of the

University of California. In 1875 Rowell was appointed Uni-

versity Librarian; he was 22 years old. Until his retirement

in 1918, be apparehtly took as part of his responsibility the

preservation of archival material of the college, for which

he solicited the cooperation of library staff, faculty, printer,

as well as the widows of former professors. He fostered the

collection of University of California publications, manuscripts,

and official records. Following his retirement in 1918, he

was active as University Archivist on a part-time schedule

until 1938, when failing health forced his complete retirement.

In 1935 Rowell spoke to the Library Staff Association about

the University Archives. He defined the nature of the archives:

"A collection of papers and documents, descrip-
tive and historical, pertaining to the Univer-
sity and all of its component parts."10

Mr. Rowell then expanded his topic by explaining that he was

interested in any materials or information relating to progress

and development: courses, research, personnel, students, student

activities, as well as comment from outside of the university.

He outlined a detailed list of materials sought by the archives,

which is worth recording here:

1. General and unclassified documents, e.g. the Bulletin
of the University Library, University Chronicle, .Annual

Register, etc.

2. Administrative reports, e.g. reports of the Board, Presi-
dents, Comptroller.

3. General description of the campus and of individual
buildings. Includes many maps and photographs.

4. History and critical comment, including reports of

legislative investigations. Distinct events, such as
the "Great War" are segregated. Includes events,
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special days, programs of various activities.

5. Instruction, academic senate, registrar's publica-
tions, exams, degrees.

6. Everything relating to colleges, schools, and single
courses in Berkeley.

7. Extra-academic and professional institutions loca-
ted around the state.

8. Official university publications, arranged by subject.

9. Student life, customs, activities, societies, perio-
dicals, farces, extravaganzas.

10. Theses and dissertations.

11. Alumni, class records, alumni association, and photos
of graduates.

12. Organizations not officially connected with the
University, but associated with it, e.g. :YMCA.

13. Published writings by university instructors and
officers.

p.6

14. All material relating tc the College of California.

15. Biography of officers and students, and of personnel
of persons connected with the institution.

Faculty writings (mostly articles printed in journals or transac-

tions) have a long history in the University of California

Archives. In the beginning they were individually requested.

By 195 the University President made an annual recuest to all

faculty to supply copies of their publications to the Univer-

sity Archivist. These were kept in envelopes or pamphlet boxes,

arranged alphabetically by author. When a sufficient number

had accumulated, they were bound. The collection has continued

to the present, as far as I could determine.

The archives did not circulate and could be used only under

supervision of the archivist or of a reference assistant. Rowell

forewaw a constantly increasing accumulation of a archives, and

8
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he knew the importance of dating each document, if only approxi-

mately.

Cne of the theses included in the archives of the Univer-

sity of California is that of May Dornin, M.A. 1922. She

joined the staff of the library in 1926, and she worked part-time

with Mr. Rowell until his death in 1938. I could not determine

what happened to the archives between 1938 and Miss Dornin's

appointment as Head of the Department of Rare Books and Archives

in 1946. I sufflec4L that Miss Dornin served as unofficial custo-

dian during the war years, since she was familiar with and in-

terested in the collection. She was appointed University Archivist

in 1948 and remained in that capacity until her retirement in 1964.

In 1945 Fulmer Mood proposed to conduct a survey of the

accumulated records and archives of the university administration

of all eight campuses.12The administration accepted his proposal,

and on October 15, 1947 the survey was begun. Records were

found nearly everywhere but in archives. By the time that seven

of the campuses had been surveyed and only Berkeley remained, the

work was apparently stopped, under the assumption that most of

Berkeley's early records were also stored in closets and boxes.

It is unfortunate that the records were not actually surveyed,

for we might now know what percentage were in fact in the library

under the care of Miss Dornin.

Follwwing the survey, however, the University appointed a

records management officer to extablish long term plans for all

campuses. Each of the institutions now has an archives estab-

lished within the library of its respective campus, under the
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direction of the University Librarian and administered by a li-

brary staff member appointed to the post.

In the 1950's the archives reported an increase in use

(1951/52), and at this time or soon after the library was

moved to University Hall. ,A decision to transfer some early

records to the archiN.Yes was implemented, probably because space.

was then available. In 1964 this transfer was still going on,

and the records of the Sproul' administration (1930-53) were

still being accestioned.

In 1962 the archives were Placed within the Bancroft Library.

Until that tine they bad apparently been a relati*Oley autono-

mous department directly under the University Librarian. I

could not ascertain reasons for the change.

In 1964 Miss Dornin retired and James R.K. Kantor was

appointed to the post, moving from the Bancroft Reference Depart-

ment. His appointment is full-time. He is assisted by a full-

time library assistant and by occasional student assistants.

The archivist has two supervisors--the Bancroft Librarian and

the University Librarian. There are indications that this tends

to restrict the archivist's activity somewhat, although the Ban-

croft Library fg relatively independant. There do not seem to

have been serious problerr.s recently.

The archivist still solicits much material, just as Mr.

Rowell did more than 30 years ago. Most of the archival documents

are in records groups, however, and come through the records manage-

ment program established on each campus by Firesident Clark Kerr in

1963.

10
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In 1965 an important conference of University Archivists

was held at Berkeley. It was attended by the archivists of

their representatives of all nine campuses. An important report

was made by the chairman of the University Records Management

Committee (URMC), wherein was discussed the relationship of

the URMC to the archives depositories. Mr. Kantor of Berkeley

was particularly concerned at that time over the lack of defi-

nite authority vested in the archivist to prevent the destruction

of important documents. The incident troubling him was the

unfortunate disposal of important dcademitFrecords dating from

1900, which he could not prevent, in spite of his membership on

the UAMC. The problem however, has been rectified, for now the

archivist's signature is necessary on the disposal order. Mr.

Kantor reports a very good relationship with the records manage-

ment personnel.
13

The statistical report of the University Archives for the

year ending 30 June 1969 shows a broad variety of material kept

within the archives' jurisdiction:13

12,111 bound volumes
2,921,000 manuscripts

88 maps
31 reels microcopy

10,833 photographs
2 musical recordings

229 speech recordings (tapes)
1 musical score

129 slides
350' non-book materials not included above; speci-

fically paintings, busts, memorabilia, ephemera.

In 1966 a directory entitled College and University Archives in ;the

United States and Canada, published by the Society of American

Archivists--Committee on College and University Archives, listed

the following figures for the collection at Berkeley:

1 1
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2260 linear feet of manuscript records, including
personal papers of faculty and staff.

7436 photographs.
1563 linear feet of bound printed materials,

including faculty reprints.

p.10

The majority of the records in the archives consists of

records groups. These are classified according to their agency

within the university organization. For example, CU-1 files

include Regent's records, CU-5 represents Presidents files, and

so forth. Some significant files now in the Archives are the

papers of Monroe E. Deutsch, late provost of the University,

records of the Sproul Administration, extensive files from the

Comptroller's Office , land records, and architects and engineers

plans for the campus.

Until the 1950's the Archives consisted primarily of Univer-

sity of'California publications and memorabilia, Significant

documents and administrative reports were there, as is indicated

Iv bibliographies and references found in early theses. These

were classified under the Rowell classification scheme used in.-

the main library. Some materials continue to be added under this

system.

Gifts of personal papers occupy a significant place in the

archives. Accessions include letters, diaries, papers of faculty

members, some dealing with the academic activities of the Univer-

sity and some being records of research. The _catalog of prihnted

Books of the Bancroft Library (G.K. Hall, 1964) apparently

includes cards for archival materials, but no other separate

lists for the archives are in the University or Oregon library.

Theses and dissertations are generally considered to be

archival material in most universities, and the University of

19
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California archivist is responsible for classifying and cataloguing

those of Berkeley students. However, they are retained in the

main stacks. I do not now if they are restricted in circula-

tion or whether the first copy of a thesis or dissertation is

shelved in some more protected place. UCLA has a different policy

governing theses and dissertations. The first copy is kept in

the archives; the second copy is allowed to circulate, and all

such manuscript pieces have been microfilmed for safety. Berkeley

apparently does not have such unambivalent policies.

Faculty reprints were collected at least until 1965, but I

am not certain that these are actively sought now. There is a prob-

lem of storage. The reprint collection has served as a central

source for all faculty reprints and has demonstrated interest in

faculty activities--good public relations.

Joseph C. Rowell maintained a comprehensive collection c,f all

University of California publications during his tenure. This

policy became somewhat strenuous and rather difficult during the

1950's. The sheer bulk of material made its processing a problem,

and of course, storage is always a consideration. Consequently,

in 1964 the policy was modified to exclude scientific publications

(which are included in the main library's collections) and to con-

centrate upon publications Of the Berkeley Press with some acquisi-

tions from other presses which pertain toaactivities of the Berkeley

campus. The presence of active archives on all University of

California campusses renders a blanket collection policy unneces-

sary. Materials not in the Berkeley archives can be located in one

of the other libraries.

13
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Until 1964 the public catalog of the archives was included

with the catalog of the Bancroft Library. This apparently resul-

ted in some difficulties, viz. location of materials and confu-

sion over the policy of non-circulation. At the 1965 conference

of University Archivists, Mr. Kantor expressed an interest in

having a separate card catalog for the archives. In addition,

plans for a long-term indexing project for the early records of

the Univetsity was reported at this same conference. The new

index was intended to supplement a card file covering 1905-1929,

which dated from the custo2dianship,of Mr. Rowell. A'Photodupli-

cation service for the benefit of patrons is available in the

archives.

The archival personnel provide reference and public service

according to a 1965 report14. The staff has not changed in num-

ber since that date, and it is reasonable to conclude that no

other arrangements for public service or for supervision of the

use of documents have been made.

In 1963 University President Clark Kerr authorized the estab-

lishment of the University Records Managment Committee (URMC) and

an active records management program was set up on each campus.

Very little opposition was exhibited by the administrative agencies,

and the inventory of these offices was completed first. Disposi-

tion schedules were established, and archival materials were

routed to the library. However, the dispositiOn of academic records

has proceded much slower from the outset. There was some objection

to the program, opposition arising from the tendency of faculty

to consider their records as personal property. The URMC has

moved slowly in this area, conducting inventories and disposing

14.
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of records only when asked to do so. There has been little pres-

sure to submit to records management. On the whole the program

has been very successful, and the relationship between campus

agencies and URMC and between archivist and UARC has consistantly

improved. An agency's access to non-current files was agreed to

by the archivist, although space and time limit reference and

retrieval services. Restrictions on the access of those files

considered ccJfidential was also agreed to. Permission from

the depositing agency is necessary to use these, and this feature

of the depository program has aided significantly in obtaining

Icooperation between agencies and Erchives.

The foregoing report is as comprehensive as it could be

under the circumstances. There is very little up-to-date infor-

mation about any of the University of California archives. Most

of the sources are four or five years old, a serious disadvantage,

considering the relative newness of the subject. University

archives are just beyond their infancy, and I have little confi-

dence that the picture of an archives in 1965 is representative

of the archives in 1969. The University of California Archives
as

are not usually mentioned in library reports or/part of the special

collections of the Bancroft Library. in, the university catalog for

1969 or in the 10th edition of American Colleges and Universities.

Nor is it acknowledged in articles describing the libraries. Annual

reports of the Library Council include occasional mention of the

archives of each campus, but coverage is not continuous and is

spotty. The accession list "New in the Bancroft Library
It

does

not distinguish archival accessions if it includes them at all.
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The Bancroft Catalog of Printed Books probably includes the full

holdings of the archives as of l964, but there is no distinc-

tion in the classification scheme to indicate archival documents.

The Oregon copy of the Rowell classification scheme (University

Lib rary Bulletin no.12) is missing. It has been difficult to

fill in holes and draw conclusions.

1
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The documentation of history requires that records be both

carefully collected and preserved in order to prolong the memory

of administrative processes--for which purpose records are

created in the very first place, although from a different

perspective. Withl,this goal in mind documentation must reflect

the life history of an agency, beginning as early as possible

in that history. The relationship between archivist and the

maker of archives is essentially based on the judicious selection

of iecords. Before this basic relationship was explicitely

defined, there was some interest in the techniques of records

management. In 1929, for example, the U.S. Bureau of the Budget

foresaw the need to develop a method to rapidly separate valuable

from routine documents and to establish guidelines for the evalua-

tion of records. Records management--a system to store, service,

analyze, and weed documents--has grown out of this need.

In the early 1940's records management was the concern of

the U.S. government, and it soon became an interest of various

state governments. Following the Mood-Carstensen survey of

1947-48, a records management officer was appointed for the

University of California.
1

I do not know who he was or what

subordinates he had. His activities were apparently responsible

for the rising interest in archives on the several campuses. Much

archival material, specifically record groups, were accessioned

at UCLA and at Berkeley. I found no mention anywhere of any

reports or documents relating to this early management program,

although there probably were some. The records management officer

appointed in 1948 was charged with the responsibility to develop

21
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RECORDS MANAGEMENT AND ARCHIVES,

long-term plans, but little was actually accomplished within the

agencies themselves. In this same year F'ay Dornin was recognized

as the University Archivist at Berkeley, and Dr. Andrew H. Horn,

then Head of Special Collections, was given the added responsi-

bility for the neophyte archival program of UCLA.

On March 8, 1963, in response to administrative recommen-

dations, University President Clark Kerr established the Univer-

sity Records Management Committee (URMC), placing it within the

Office of the Vice President, Finance Division. It was to be

composed of sixteen persons with the following representation: 2

1 Records coordinator from each of the nine
campuses

1 Records coordinator each from University
Extension and from Agriculture

1 Records coodinator to represent all other
statewide administrative offices .

4 sz ,officio representing General Counsel,
Internal Audit, Systems, and Procedures,
and the Library Council.

The first meeting of the committee was on 2 April 1963. Of

primary concern during the first year was the development of a

records disposition manual, which included inventory procedures

and instructions for the disposition of those records inventoried.

Following the publication of this handbook, there were workshops

to train personnel on each campus in the techniques of inventory

and disposal. UCLA accomplished this purpose by providing

Extension Classes in records management, sponsored by the Per-

sonnel Office of that campus.

The inventory of basic fiscal and administrative records

was undertaken first and it proceeded with good speed. By

30 June 1964, when the first report of the URMC was submitted to

to the President, 70% of all fiscal and administrative departments
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had completed the inventory of 203,000 linear feet of records.

At that time 16% of inventoried records had been destroyed, in

accordance with prepared disposal schedules.

It is worthwhile to note that there was rather little

relationship between the URMC and the Archives at this time.

There were not, in fact, Archives on each campus. Moreover,

the par.: did not include any direct representative from any of

the Archives. Dr. Andrew Horn, representing the Library Council,

served in an advisory capacity only, as an ex officio member.

I am doubtful that the archivists themselves participated in

the records survey. By 1965 James Kantor, Berkeley Archivist,

was a member of the Berkeley Records Ianagment Commitee, and he

emphasized the practical value of it. 3 In addition, he recommen-

ded the archivists of. each campus maintain personal contact with

departments to ensure a voice in the disposal of their records.

That the committee did not always assess records adequately is

apparent, since at least one instance is recorded in which valuable

academic redords dating from 1900 were destroyed.
4 The incident,

together with Mr. Kantor's obvious unhappiness over his lack of

authority, points up the definite practical need for close communi-

cation between records managment programs and the archival

function.

In 1964 the Library Council made recommendations to the URMC

regarding the location and status of University Archives, speci-

fically recommending the establishment of Archives in the Malt)

Library of eadh campus, to be staffed by a librarian, and to be

t
under the direction of the University Librarian. The Chancellors
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of all nine campuses approved and the report was submitted to

President Kerr. On 2 June 1964, the University Archives program

for each campus was authorized by President Kerr. Although the

archivists had little say in the programs of the IJR1C, there

was obviously an increased awareness of the importance of the

documents and their archival function. Someone had to administer

them, and the MIK by its composition was not qualified to do so.

Recognizing also the archival interest in management, the URMC

chairman requested the nine campus archivists to develop defi-

nitions of historical materials and to recommend appraisal

guidelines for the use of university departments.

The records program at the University of California resul-

ted in some distinct trends on all campuses. First, there was

little opposition from the agencies of fiscal and administrative

function. These offices accepted records surveys with some

enthusiasm, although the problem of access to confidential records

had to be resolved on each campus. The acceptance of certain

restrictions on the use of these documents with4the Archives

alleviated much of the concern. The question of reference ser-

vice to the agencies for these archival documents was also

resolved, although each of the Archives must place limitations

on special service by reason of space and personnel. By 1965,

when the program had been in effect for 'two years, there was still

a lack of communication between campus archivist and campus offices.

The peculiarly non-archival composition of the URMC may easily

have contributed to this problem, just as any aloofness of the

archivists themselves may also have been detrimental.

24
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The inventory and control of academic records presented

further difficulties to the URNC program. Academic records tend

to be both official and quasi-official and are difficult to
.

separate. In addition there is usually some faculty opposition

to such a program, for many of these records are not regarded

as University property. The .URMC proceded slowly, inventorying

files only as they were invited to do so. The establishment of

disposition schedules was also to be done at the request of the

department, but in her report to the ccnference of University

Archivists held at Berkeley in 1965, the URMC chairman reported

that no schedules had in fact been established:5

In 1963 the first of a series of handbooks was issued by

the University Records Management Committee. Entitled Records

Disposition, it presented the new program in an attractive and

compact format, including inventory and appraisal procedures

and examples of requests for the establishment of disposition

schedules. A "checklist" of questions designed to indicate if

there is an evident need for the management program is included

at the end of the booklet. The historical value of documents

is considered in the section on records appraisal. However,

there is no mention of the place of the historian or the archi-

vistpresumably appraisal was left to the judgment of the inven-

tory personnel. Storage of vital records is made the responsi-

bility of the department and reappraisal for these records is

required ,every two years. The uamc expressed concern that the

retention of archival material be periodically re-examined to

establish the,,,degree to which the material is beingused in

research. There is a hint of ambiguity here, for there is no
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distinction made between materials being retained for their

historical as opposed to their reference values. Veysey6

observes that the material being placed in archives will perhaps

lie unused for a hundred years. It is nevertheless important to

preserve it, even though it may lie dormant for a long period.

The forms(RM-1) authorizing disposition and RM-2) Request

for Establishment of Disposition Schedule had no place for the

signature of the archivist of the respective campus in 1963. The

Records Coordinator or the Records Management Committee itself

granted permission to destroy the records. It was this feature

of the program with which Mr. Kantor was especially unhappy. He

also hoped that the archivists might be placed on the routing

list to receive disposition schedules as they were published.?

The second publication in the series of Records Management

Handbooks, entitled Disposition Schedule, was issued in loose-

leaf form, effective 1 July 1956. New disposition schedules may

be easily added and revisions are probably treated in the same

way. The schedule should be current at all times. The Archives

and the University Librarians are named as custodians for mater-

ials having reference, historical or research value. The hand-

book consists of an index and the schedule itself, in addition

to a Ms few prefatory pages.

There are to be future numbers issued in the Records Manage-

ment Handbooks series. One, the Vital Records Protection Handbook,

exists in draft form, but I have not yet determined that it has

been published.8

A great deal has been written about the need for the partici-

pation of the archivist in any management program. The records
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managers dnd archivists do not stand alone and senarate, but

should work closely together when they are in Act not the same

officer. Recommendations for records management programs empha-

size that broad authority should be given to the archivist for

the utilization of his particular talents relating to records

appraisal and records retrieval at the agency level. Initially,

the University of California program ignored the archivist in

all of these. The program has since been somewhat amended;
Kantor

Mr6. has stated that the relation between Records Management

Officer and the Archives at Berkeley has been satisfactory for

some time and "rapport" is very good.9

The establishOment of the Federal Records Management pro-

gram was closely' related to the Federal Archives and the archi-

vist. Similarly many states have laws recogniz &ng the relation-

ship between archivist and soon-to-be-archives while these are

yet documents in an agency's files. In 1949 Edmund Leahy

described the three-way character of records management, para-

phrased as follows: 10

1. Engineers to control the paper;
2. Archivists to appraise, select records and

to plan, equip and administer the records
storage facility;

3. Historian to identify, organize, and inter-
pret the records.

Posner sees the appraisal of records as the archivist's primary

management function, and he emphasizes also contributions which

help to ensure complete documentation of an agency's function

and history.
11

James Kantor has underscored the receiving function of the

archivist. 12 An adtive records management program results in

2'1
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an expanded archival program. We may note again that Archives

were authorized on all University of California campuses within

one year following the beginning of the inventory of fiscal and

administrative records. The responiibility for the preserva-

tion of documents will continue to grow, and with it will also

increase the interest in the special capabilities and prerequi-

sites of the Univerbity archivist.

2.8
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